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From the Driving Seat

The AGM is behind us and I have been elected as Chairman, taking
over from Andrea, (pictured with me), who will be a hard act to
follow.
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years as Secretary,
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We have a number of initiatives to promote our cause and details
of these will be published as plans develop. One of our main aims
will be to attract drivers in the 18 - 34 years age range, as this is the
group most liable to be involved in road traffic collisions. A number
of ideas are currently being explored but the most effective method
of recruitment is via personal recommendation, so please mention
KAM to your families and friends and encourage them to have an
assessment drive.
KAM Group members are regularly invited to meetings of adjacent
Groups and the Worcestershire Group has the renowned former
racing driver Paddy Hopkirk coming to speak on 11th September.
A formal invitation to KAM members will be made in due course.
I look forward to the coming year serving KAM as Chairman.
Best wishes,
Bob.
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Driving State-side
During a recent holiday, my wife and I drove a
thousand miles or so in Georgia and Florida.
Florida is known as ‘the sunshine state’ and
perhaps that contributes to an easy-going attitude,
particularly away from the big cities.
The first noticeable difference is drivers’ reaction
to pedestrians. Step off the kerb outside a Walmart
store and any car within five yards comes gently to
rest as if by magic. Walk along a suburban street
with no sidewalk and any passing car goes onto
the opposite side of the road as it crawls past you.
In V6 automatics, drivers appear happy to keep
their speed down to walking pace
where necessary, as the car purrs
along happily, without the sound of
rising revs of a small manual car
pressing to move up a gear.
Floridians seem to view a
collision between a vehicle and
a pedestrian as the gravest of all
motoring misdemeanours. State
law mirrors this. Speeding fines
are doubled if the offence occurs
during road works ‘when workers
are present’. On highways, if an
emergency vehicle is on the hard
shoulder, the law requires you to
move over into lane 2 or reduce
your speed, provided it is safe to
do so. In residential areas, speed
restrictions of 25 mph, 20 mph
and 15 mph are commonplace. And, as is well
known, overtaking a stopped yellow school bus is
outlawed.
The easygoing style continues on the open road.
Even quiet minor roads out of town can stretch for
miles in a straight line. On such single carriageway
roads, drivers set their cruise control and sit back.
If their cruise control is set one or two mph above a
vehicle in front, they wait patiently to catch up with
it, pull out and drive along side it for a minute or so
then move back in, all in good time. Clearly they
don’t want to have to override their cruise control if
they can help it!
Drivers adopt this easygoing approach to parking
up, simply moving their auto gearshift to ‘Park’ then
getting out. ‘Why don’t you apply the handbrake?’
I ask in all innocence. ‘What? You mean the
emergency brake? Well, it’s not an emergency, is
it?’ So climbing in and out is rather like getting on
and off a moored boat as it gently rocks to and fro!
In Georgia we drove on inter-state highways.
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Close to cities such as Atlanta, the number of lanes
gradually increase (to as many as nine in each
direction), one of which might be an Express Lane.
The toll payable for using that lane varies according
to the level of congestion and is displayed on an
electronic sign, allowing drivers to decide whether
it’s worthwhile using it at any given time.)
What’s more, given such a proliferation of lanes, it’s
perhaps understandable that keeping to the right
(US left-hand drive style) except when overtaking
is not that practicable. On the contrary, with cars
freely passing on either side of you, tailgating and

aggressive driving to make you move over are
rarely experienced. Lane discipline is good though
in that drivers don’t change lane, either to left or
right, without looking first.
So why is the collision rate higher in the USA than
the UK? One possible answer is that Americans
fervently guard their personal liberty as individuals
to do as they please: mobile phone use while
driving is even more commonplace than here. Also
the long wide straight roads can be monotonous,
allowing concentration levels to dip. The only
serious collision we passed was at an intersection,
where it looked as though a driver had failed to
notice a red light.
All in all, an easygoing attitude by drivers, together
with a greater police presence on the road than
in the UK make for a generally relaxed driving
experience.
Clive Tong
National Observer
Kidderminster Advanced Motorists
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Au revoir
but not goodbye! (Or, you don’t get rid of me that
easily!)
Having stood down as Chairman of your Group,
I felt I simply had to write to all of you who were
not able to be present to say a HUGE thank you
for the wonderful gifts bought with your incredibly
generous contributions. For those not there (and
those who were) these were a lovely bunch of
flowers, a fabulous bottle of red wine and a most
glorious set of cut glass wine glasses from which
to enjoy it! I cannot tell you how bowled over I was
– not just by the fact that you gave me anything, but
that you were so incredibly generous.
Being Chairman has always been that wonderful
combination of hard work and enormous pleasure.
I have been pleased and proud to be the purely
nominal figurehead of such a wonderful group of
people. As you will know only too well if you have
ever been to an AGM or a group meeting, I am
wholly indebted to my committee who have given
unfailing and amazing support to me, the other
committee members and not least of all to the
Observers and Associates who have progressed
through the group during my time at its head.
I know I am leaving the Group in extremely capable
hands. Bob will with Clive and Megan and all of
the others make the transition as smooth as silk. I
am staying on the committee and shall continue to
help and support Bob and Clive in their new roles
and Megan in a role she has made her own as both
Treasurer and Membership Secretary but says she
will relinquish next year.
Before I sign off, I must redress one glaring
omission from my presentation at the AGM and that
is to say a huge thank you to Brian Elliott. As Chief
Observer and Local Observer Assessor, Brian has
successfully taken all of our Observer team through
to qualify as either Local or National Observers,
ensuring we achieve IAM RoadSmart’s target of
a fully qualified observer team well ahead of the
end-2017 deadline. My thanks to Brian and to all
the Observers who have worked so hard to achieve
this.
Finally, thanks once again for your support – all of
you – over my time as Chairman and I wish each of
you, and the Group as a whole, enormous success
for the future.
With very best wishes
Andrea

Sat-navs
Satellite navigation systems are considered by
many to be a must have these days but many
road users fail to use this travel companion in the
correct or safe manner. In a recent simulator study
looking at a variety of distractions, programming a
sat nav had the biggest negative impact on driving
standards. This week’s tips give advice on riding
and driving with a sat navs, from IAM RoadSmart’s
head of driving and riding standards Richard Gladman.

Programme your journey before you set off.
Looking at your sat nav system to make changes
to your destination is a distraction and may prove
to be dangerous. If you need to make an alteration
find an appropriate place to stop
• �������������������������
Get to know your system; ����������������������
being able to mute or
activate voice commands without having to look
at the system will be useful. Features such as live
traffic updates and road works warnings will help in
planning your arrival time. A state-of-the-art system
will offer route changes where time savings are
possible
• ������������������������������������������������
If you are buying a stand-alone unit or picking
up your new car with a built in sat-nav ask for a
demonstration of the features. It can be frustrating
trying to ‘educate’ a different system to your way of
working
• ��������������������������������������������
If you are using your phone as a navigation
device make sure it is securely mounted and
programmed prior to departure. Being a mobile,
notifications, message alerts and calls can pop up.
Do not be tempted to respond or touch it as you
may fall foul of mobile phone legislation
• �������������������������������������������������
Don’t attract thieves. Remember to take off your
sat nav and pop it in the glove compartment and
wipe down the window so there is no tell-tale ring
marks pointing a thief in the direction of your car
Richard said: “Satellite navigation can be a fantastic
tool if you use it to help you plan and conduct your
journey. A tale of caution though it is always a good
idea to have an idea where you are going. Don’t be
scared to have a glance on the map. If I was going
to St Ives I could potentially be guided 350 miles
out of my way if I relied totally on the navigation
unit. Best to know whether the A14 or the A30 form
part of my route.”

Better Driving, Pt 7.
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More on Cornering
Because almost 50% of fatal crashes involving
drivers under 30 years of age occur on bends, I will
repeat some of the comments made in the previous
article. Contributory causes may be summarised
as; lack of concentration, lack of anticipation,
excessive speed, wrong gear, wrong position and
belated harsh braking and steering.
The principles of negotiating bends safely are as
follows;
1. Correct position on the road.
2. Correct speed for the bend.
3. Correct gear for the speed.
4. Correct acceleration to maintain speed
through the bend.
5. ALWAYS be able to stop in the distance
which you can see to be clear, on your
own side of the road.
Braking, steering and harsh acceleration on
a bend throws the vehicle off balance, putting
excessive weight onto one tyre and reducing it
on others. This is known as “tyre/grip trade off”
which, if mismanaged leads to skidding and loss of
control. Other factors to consider include the road
worthiness of the vehicle, (especially the tyres); the
type of vehicle, it’s load and centre of gravity; the
type of drive, (front/rear/all wheel); the type and
efficiency of the suspension system and the safety
systems in use, (electronic stability system etc).
Vehicles have an inherent tendency to either under
or oversteer, depending mainly on the type of drive.
Understeer is the tendency of a vehicle to turn less
and oversteer the tendency of a vehicle to turn
more, in response to a given turn of the steering
wheel.
Another factor to consider when assessing an
oncoming bend is the road surface. You will be
aware that most surfaces slope, usually from the
crown of the road. This is known as crown camber.
On a left hand bend, crown camber increases
the steering effect whilst on a right hand bend the
steering effect is reduced because the surface is
sloping away from the direction of the turn. Some
bends slope from the outer edge across the entire
width of the road. This is known as super-elevation
and aids cornering in both directions.
In summary, the factors that determine a vehicle’s
ability to corner are:
1. Vehicle condition, including the tyres.
2. Vehicle speed.
3. The amount of steering applied.

4. The amount of acceleration or braking
applied.
5. The road camber.
6. Factors affecting grip on the road
surface.
Where possible, look across bends to seek
information of what may lie ahead. The probable
route of the road may be ascertained by the tops
of street lamps, tree and hedge lines. Openings
to and from buildings and changes to speed limits
can be predicted by the sighting of buildings ahead.
In times of inclement weather, be aware of “micro
climates” in secluded areas and look out for pools
of standing water on the inside of poorly drained
bends, particularly super-elevated bends.
Anticipation is key to navigating bends safely and
smoothly and can only be achieved by concentrated
observation, prioritisation and planning. Using
the System of Car Control, Information, Position,
Speed, Gear and Acceleration, (IPSGA), you can
approach, enter, transit and exit the bend safely
and smoothly.
The Limit Point Of View is the furthest distance
ahead that you can see the road surface. It is
the point at which both sides of the road appear
to merge. You must be able to stop within this
distance on your side of the road.
If the limit point appears to be moving towards you,
loose some speed. At the point where it appears
to be moving away, adjust your speed to match it,
select the appropriate gear and use the accelerator
to maintain your speed through the bend. Be
aware though that a few bends, known as double
apex bends start gently and at the point where you
think that they are opening out, they tighten. As
the limit point moves away and your view opens
up, you can accelerate and straighten the steering
wheel.
On narrow lanes with limited visibility it may be
wise to further reduce your speed to allow for
the stopping distance of oncoming vehicles and
consider opening a window to help you hear
approaching traffic. Also consider using the horn
to warn other, as yet unseen road users of your
presence.
Having observed the approaching bend and
hazards pertaining to it, you will have decided on
your approach, adopted the correct position, speed
Continued on page 5
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and gear for the bend before your enter it. This
ensures that the vehicle’s stability is maximised,
that you have both hands on the steering wheel
and that you are able to stop if necessary on your
side of the road in the distance which you can see
to be clear ahead or accelerate safely through and
out of the bend.
And remember, there is no such thing as a perfect
drive.
Stay safe at the wheel.
Bob Fox

Social Media Expertise
KAM is looking for an individual who is adept at
using Twitter & Facebook. We want at least one
relevant post on these platforms every day.
Age, or lack of, is of no importance and there is
no need to be an AIM member. If you have a
social media savvy teenager who would be willing
and able, please put them in touch with us at
kamchairman@gmail.com

Beware Driving in France
If you’re planning to drive to France and go through
Paris, Lyon or Grenoble, beware. New rules mean
you’re likely to need to display a vehicle emissions
sticker on your windscreen, while older cars could
be banned altogether at certain times.
The three cities have introduced the ‘Crit’Air’
scheme, designed to curb pollution and requires
vehicles driving within designated ‘environmental
zones’ to display a window sticker (known as
a vignette). The stickers cost €4.80 (around
£4.12), including postage to the UK. There are
six categories of sticker, which are colour-coded
according to how much a vehicle pollutes.
While the vignettes only cost a few pounds, car
drivers caught without one in an environmental
zone could be hit with a hefty on-the-spot fine of
€68 (£58).
Be careful when buying one though.
MoneySavingExpert.com has identified at least
one non-official site selling the vignettes at more
than six times the price on the official website.
Don’t be fooled – always buy through the French
environment ministry.

Scrappage
Around two thirds of UK road users would support
a scrappage scheme for older diesel cars, vans
and lorries in an effort to get the worst polluting
vehicles off our roads, according to a survey by
IAM RoadSmart.
The survey asked respondents to rate the various
options put forward in the government’s recent
nitrogen dioxide consultation but found that only
3% of respondents are confident that the proposed
measures solve the problem quickly.
More than 1,400 people across the UK including
members and non-members took part in the
survey, which was conducted in June this year.
Some 64% of those surveyed said they supported
a diesel scrappage scheme, compared to 27% who
did not. Most wanted any scheme to apply to cars
over eight years old.
Some 83% of those surveyed by IAM RoadSmart
agreed with the government’s view retro-fitting
buses, coaches, HGVs, vans and black cabs with
new equipment should be the priority.
However those surveyed felt the driver as an
individual also has a responsibility to drive in a
more eco-friendly manner. Some 75% agreed

that encouraging drivers to change their driving
behaviour should play a part in the government’s
approach to tackling air quality.
UK drivers appear to have been influenced by the
‘dieselgate’ scandal as 67% of them either mistrust
or strongly mistrust car makers to sell cars that will
match consumer expectations for environmental
performance.
Sarah Sillars, IAM RoadSmart Chief Executive
Officer, said: “We must not forget that drivers
themselves have a part to play in the way they
drive – it is within the power of each of us to
become better and more eco-friendly driver and our
responsibility to do so.” She added: “It is however
clear that the car manufacturers have some way to
go to rebuild trust with the public - it would seem
that only when their environmental claims more
closely match real world performance that the trust
will be on the increase. Reputations take years to
build and moments to fall.”

A Physicist Writes …...
Let’s turn our attention to cyclists: it seems to
me that they divide themselves naturally into two
groups. The first are those with a life-wish, which
they demonstrate by wearing helmets, making
themselves clearly visible, and evidently being
familiar with the Highway Code. The other lot
possess a death-wish, or apparently so.
This second group dress in dark clothing, and
show no lights at night, thus risking being quite
invisible to drivers. They cut between road and
pavement on a whim, and give no warning of
approach to pedestrians from behind. On the
road, you might see them keeping to the left of the
carriageway, but it’s just as likely that they will be
on the right, in the middle or, if in a group, all over
it.
When these cyclists-on-the-loose jump a red light
(moving too early), do they always look out for
a motor doing the same (too late) in the crossdirection? When they are using a mobile phone,
isn’t this just as much of a distraction for them as
if they were at the wheel of a vehicle? And if (as
the Highway Code states) it’s illegal to ride on an
ordinary pavement, carry a passenger or be unlit
at night, why aren’t these rules both taught and
enforced rigorously, for the safety of everyone?
Driving in the dark, my main fear is that I’ll hit an
unseen bicycle…
All right, maybe ‘death-wish’ is too strong for what
such mad-cap people have in their minds. After all,
plainly they’ve not suffered a bad accident so far,
probably because of the high manoeuvrability of
a bike. The other day, as I was walking towards a
blind corner (on the pavement), a young man shot
round it and just managed to avoid me, in spite of
being visibly shocked to find me in his path.
But clearly he had no notion of “being able to stop
in the distance you can see to be clear”!
I have a problem with certain pedestrians in the
early darkness of winter, at a major road near
home. I approach it aiming to turn right and I often
coincide with an emerging stream of dark-coated
commuters. Some of them want to cross over,
but can’t be bothered to walk to the nearby traffic
islands. Instead they dive straight across the main
road just where it is widest. And of course they
are looking for the same gap in the two-way traffic
that I am! Worse, the street-lighting is focused
on the islands and the junctions, and not on this
hazardous crossing-point. So I’ve learnt to emerge
very cautiously indeed.
They are chancers all, these cyclists and
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pedestrians. I include the category of unsafe drivers
too. But they so rarely pay a penalty for their risktaking (and hence learn to appreciate its dangers).
And why? Often it’s because of the skill of the rest
of us on the road. What one would wish upon them
is a sudden piercing vision of what could have
happened, if we weren’t so watchful...
Here’s a puzzling walking-tale, involving what you
might call personal physics: a couple of weeks
ago I left home wearing shoes with smooth rubber
soles which I knew were slippery on wet surfaces.
But that day, all was dry. Except that I didn’t notice
a strip (less than three inches wide) of damp and
dirt at the bottom of our driveway where it joins the
road. Puzzle 1: how did one shoe manage to land
on this in such a way that it completely lost its grip
and sent me flying?
In contacting the road I hurt both knees, both
hands and five finger-tips (also my watch). Puzzle
2: how was it, then, that I ended up on my back,
very fortunately not having damaged my face or
specs, or broken anything? It’s as if I performed
the reverse of the ‘cat-righting reflex’, by which the
animal rotates itself to the right way up when falling
upside-down. Was mine a sort of man-bouncing
reflex?
Lastly, a dilemma that arose from the above
incident. As a precaution against infection in the
various injured extremities, my GP prescribed
antibiotics. The pharmacist said: take them an hour
before food. The label said: take four a day, an hour
before food or on an empty stomach. The leaflet
said: take half to one hour before food. Well, firstly
I don’t eat four meals a day. So secondly, did the
pills need to be followed by food, or not (and if so,
how much)? And thirdly, how long after a meal does
one’s stomach become empty again?
We need a Medicines Code, like the Highway
Code with the same usefulness and authority. It
would hardly need adapting, to start with anyway:
Introduction / “This Medicines Code applies to
England, Scotland and Wales. The Medicines
Code is essential reading for everyone. The most
vulnerable medicine users are pedestrians – sorry,
that should be dependants – particularly children,
and older or disabled people. It is important that
all medicine users are aware of the Code and are
considerate towards each other. This applies to
dependants as much as to those responsible for
them.” And so on. I’m feeling much better now, by
the way.
Peter Soul

The Offside Rule
In field sport the offside rule is often discussed
and is the subject of numerous video replays each
weekend at sporting fixtures where you get the
chance to replay the event over and over and often
the worst that happens is the referee blows their
whistle and declares that the attempt or goal is
disallowed.
However, on the public road, getting the offside rule
wrong can have catastrophic consequences.
Straight lining, apexing, taking the racing line and
offsiding are some of the names used to describe
being on the ‘wrong side of the road.’ But exactly
what is the wrong side of the road? We pay a lot of
vehicle excise duty and all of that glorious tarmac
is available to us, isn’t it? I mean as an advanced
driver or rider we all know we can use it in certain
circumstances and it just depends doesn’t it?
Ask your average road user what they think
about seeing a vehicle or motorcycle on the
opposite carriageway to their norm and they will
cry ‘dangerous.’ Ah and here is the first lesson perception.
We must be careful of the perception our actions
have on other road users. At best they may wave at
us in a rather less than encouraging way, at worst
they may take avoiding action such that bent metal
and twisted bodies are the result.
With the help of my colleague, Richard Gladman,
IAM RoadSmart’s head of driving and riding
standards, here is your definitive guide to this
subject. But first of all, just what is offsiding? It is
the practice of moving to the offside of the road
across either centre line markings or hazard line
markings on the approach to a left hand bend
where you do not have a view around the bend.
Generally when practised it is in an attempt to
encourage the limit point of vision to match/open
quicker and allow a greater speed of approach.
Issues often arise when a vehicle comes into view
and your movement required to adopt a position of
safety is sudden and often coarse. The oncoming
vehicle could react to your presence and this may
cause a chain reaction behind it.
At speeds within the posted limit the benefit of
this extreme offside positioning is all but negated,
even in Roadcraft, whose focus is on progress for
emergency service drivers, the practice of offsiding
is not mentioned or encouraged.
It advocates positioning towards the centre line
and they encourage you to consider approaching
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traffic, your effect on others and whether there is
any advantage all very much in sync with the IAM
RoadSmart advanced course material. They finish
by saying ‘don’t position yourself in a way that
causes concern to other road users.’
What is not offsiding?
•
Adopting a straight line through
a series of bends where you have a clear view
of the road and the road surface (road markings
permitting) i.e. ‘The road is mine until the loss
of vision in 400yds, my mirrors are clear so I am
adopting a straight and stable course.’
•
Opening up the radius of a bend
where vision is available of any potential oncoming
traffic or other hazards on a generally open road.
•
Moving out to make a planned safe
overtake and then finding yourself with a fantastic
view which allows you to maintain your progress
before returning to your own side of the road.
There is a phrase that will help you decide
when you can apply the offside rule in safety
but I reiterate we never simply ‘offside’ on the
approach to a left hand bend. Picture the scene;
I’m on a National observer driver assessment
with an observer take for instance Alex from the
Basingstoke Car Group. I see the road ahead is
weaving like a snake on a mission, the road surface
is visible for about half a mile and nothing else is
in sight, so I ask – ‘can I straighten this out?’ Alex
said you need to SLAP. Clearly I slightly misheard
him and thought this type of punishment is rarely
handed out on test to an examiner!
He went on to explain that when you are
considering straightening out a corner, but never
‘offsiding’ and using the other side of the road you
need to consider the acronym SLAP.
SAFE –
���������������������������������������������
is it safe to do so? (Considering the view
available and any hazards)
LEGAL –
���������������������������������������
Is it legal to do it? (Road markings)
ACHIEVE –
��������������������������������������
Does it actually achieve something?
(Or are you just showboating)
PERCEPTION – What is the perception of another
road user of your actions?
Taking Richard’s clear and unambiguous guidance
on when you can cross the paint, then considering
‘SLAP’ as your guiding principle, you should be
able to master the offside rule in complete safety
remembering the quote in Roadcraft - Quiet
efficiency is the hallmark of the expert.
Enjoy the drive/ride.
Shaun Cronin IAM RoadSmart’�������������������
s Regional service
delivery team manager (Southern)

Test Pass
Associate		
Nigel Forrest  	

New Members
Observer
Mark Griffiss

Congratulations Nigel.
Ed.

Dave Andrews   	
Kate Spohrer		
Tim Cumberworth

Kidderminster
Kidderminster
Kidderminster

Welcome to KAM. I hope that you enjoy the
experience!
Ed.

Dealing With Emergency Situations
Another session to include skidpan experience
has been arranged for the morning of Saturday,
16th September 2017 at Sanden Driver Training,
Throckmorton Airfield near Pershore.
The half day experience is fun and very useful
as it provides an opportunity to practice vehicle
control in a safe environment. Using three vehicles
with three drivers in each vehicle in addition to the
instructor/observer, the experience consists of three
elements, each driver having approximately 20
minutes driving per element:
1. Dealing with emergency situations – (Used to be
called skid-pan training)
2. Collision avoidance – (Steering to avoiding
obstacles while using ABS braking at speed)
3. Precision driving – (Driving through and
reversing back through a slalom course).
Vehicles are provided by Sanden Driver Training,

with a mix of manual and
automatic transmissions, giving you the chance to
drive both.
Sessions are open to Full and Associate Members,
and their non-member guests but please note that
preference will be given to Members who have not
previously attended.
Date & time: Saturday, 16 September 2017 at 0830.
Cost remains at £80:00p per person, including light
refreshments.
If you wish to reserve a place, or places, please
respond by
email to Bob Fox as no later than Friday, 21st July
2017.
Places will be allocated on a first come, first served
basis and confirmed by email upon receipt of the
full payment. Please indicate if, in the event that the
session is fully subscribed, you wish your name to
be added to the waiting list.

DRIVE SUNDAYS, first Sunday of each month,
driving assessments for all and a bit of discussion.
10.30am, The Lock Inn car park at Wolverley, DY10 3RN members and non-members, all welcome.
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